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4h+zse books meet a real need in the textbook market from opposite directions: 
Pcreira and Shieber set out to teach Prolog programming to reasonably experienced 
linguists, Gazdar and Mellish to teach computational linguistics to experienced 
programmers in the principal AI languages. Both, on the whole, succeed. 
language processing is growing rapidly as a significant component in both under- 
graduate and graduate teaching, in departments of both Computer Science and 
Linguistics, and these are valuable, well-targeted teaching resources. 
Rolog and Natural-Language Analvsis grew out of ‘*a series of tutorials and 
classes introducing the programming language Prolog by way of example programs 
that apply it to the problem of natural-language analysis and processing” f p. vii). 
The students at these tutorials were primarily linguists; topics and techniques in 
Prolog are thus introduced in an order determined by a natural sequence of linguistic 
considerations. A limited subset, “database Prolog,” largely restricted to basic fai;:., 
and queries and simple recursion, is shown encoding phrase-stnActur”‘e tQ~+~- and 
semantic nets. An extension of this to “pure Prolog” brings in the concepts of 
unification, functors, lists, and the Definite Clause Grammar notation, which is used 
to develop the description of more complex syntactic and semantic phenomena. 
“Full Prolog,” including cuts and negation by failure, is used in a simple question- 
answering system. The final chapter explores meta-level issues such as the 
implementation of interpreters for a range of control strategies other than Prolog’s 
in-built exhaustive top-down backtracking. Small, generally clear example programs 
